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About This Content

*NOTE* This pack is available in the in-game store under the Marketplace tab. You are strongly recommended to find the
product there and make your purchase from within the game.

In order to be able to use this add-on livery product, you MUST first own the BR Class 20 Loco Add-On. If you check in the in-
game store it will verify if you own it before you purchase.

The Bo-Bo Class 20 ‘Chopper’ is now available for Train Simulator in the Red Stripe Railfreight livery.

Built initially from 1957 to 1962, and then again from 1966 until 1968, the 228 locomotives in the Class were designed to haul
freight, but were often pressed into service during the summer months on seaside specials.

Known by their nickname ‘Choppers’, a name derived from the distinctive beat that the engine produced under load and
resembling the sound of a helicopter, the Class 20’s relatively low power output – 1,000 horsepower – saw many operate in pairs
across the British rail network. This was also due to the poor visibility caused by their long nose, which saw the locomotives run

almost exclusively cab first.
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Title: BR Railfreight Class 20 Add-On Livery
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RailSimulator.com
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Max Payne would recommend this game if he wants some dull shooting without that story crap.. The game is amazing honestly
and it's really cool the dev chose to make it free. This DLC is a cool way of supporting thier next game, which is great cause I'm
really looking forward to it.. In this HOG u are playing as a private female detective investigating why people are dying left and
right.

I would of had all achievements, but I forgot to pick up one of the origami's and couldn't revisit the location:( This happened
towards the end of the game and lazy to play all the way to the part I'm missing the origami,

The characters are ok, the BG's are amazing looking, the animations in this Hog are very weird, the music was amazing, the art
was goood, and the VA wasn't that good.

First thing is I think this game is somehow connected to the 9 clues series on here. The reason why I saw that is because there is
this mini game u play that plays exactly like the 9 clues HOG.

The story for this HOG wasn't as good as it could of been. If anything the game was rushed which is why I only have 3 hours
playtime. The HOG wasn't long. The ending twist was interesting but again this was to rushed for me to even care.

U would think that something really bad would happen to the MC with all these deaths but nothing happens to her.

This HOG doesn't have a bonus story which sucks. U would think this HOG would have a bonus story since a lot of other HOG
have a bonus story. This also means that there is no bonus content at all:(

All in all this HOG could of been better. The story was ok which is why I rate this as a postive. I asssume this HOG is somehow
releated to the 9 Clues series? If a neutral button existed I would rate this HOG neutral instead. I would get this when the HOG
goes on sale cheap.

. mennnnnnn this game is fun as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i wish this game have more levels beacause is so good is not the
best game ever but for his price is a good game. 47 Cent for 12 minutes of fun. At level 5 or 6 you just can't get any further.
Sorry, but 4 Cent per minute of fun, is a bit too much.

It is fun for a little while, but after playing nearly the same level all the time, it just gets repetetive.. Very realistic, all the sounds
are tip-top from the Horns to the air discharges and the motor sound of the 91 itself!
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I love this game. It was my first steam buy in 2009 and I still play it. It's an adventure game, with lots of mini-games. The game
is plenty long, Everytime i thought it was over there was another chapter, which i really liked and made me feel like this was a
solid buy.. If you have the patience to stare at your screen for at least an hour and grind for gold to make your residents happy,
who you will eventually kick out for being late on their rent, then this is the game for you. However, I am not one of those
people and wouldn't recommend buying this game.. this game is not great. it tries to be pro but really isnt. It was a dissapointing
start when I realized Dynasty Feud wasn\u00b4t exactly a brawler but a team based mini fighting game, but once you get in you
cannot stop playing. I played for more than 30 minutes to feel confortable with all at least four characters of the same dynasty :)
All dynasties are not available from the beginning, but it\u00b4s about playing and winning matches and after playing more than
an hour I unlocked almost all of them.
Losing a character unfairly or just a second after respawning may be frustrating, but this is also what makes Dynasty Feud
different and a real challenge.
Some online matches with 4 dynasties playing are lagged and sometimes unplayable, but in general I was able to play correctly.
Awesome music and art style!
. needs pole dancers some skin.. Had to buy instantly. No crashes and you can force AA from the desktop. It's good to be back..
I really wish I could give this game a mixed review and not just a thumbs up or a thumbs down. It was certainly interesting, the
plot was fun and the concept was great.
However playing it often times felt tedious. The puzzles were often recycled and in the hiden picture scenes it could be almost
impossible to find hidden objects due to their color or location. The game clearly wanted you to use the magnifying glass the
provide you with to find those objects, but again it just seems tedious. I wish I could give this game a stronger recomendation
based on the plot alone, but the way the game ends on a huge cliff hanger with no sequal currently available prevents me from
doing so.
While I recomend this game if you are in to puzzle/hidden object games I'm glad I got it at the sale price instead of paying the
full $5. dit kak
. The game is a rerelease of an old game and it shows. The interface is terrible the audio is low-fi the graphics are meh and the
gameplay is very basic games of chance not worth your time pick up tabletop simulator and play some real boardgames.. Super
fast download, and super fun game! This little puzzler is a load of fun. Quick rounds.. and often a little challenging! Great game.
Especially worth the price of 0.74 cents during the flash sale! And, would also be worth the regular price
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